
P I N - U P
production



Worldwide known companies trust us, it is time 
for you to tell us your idea!

We work in production more than 10 years and are making audiovisual materials for TV commercials, radio 
stations, magazines, Internet and also billboards.

We are able to realize any kind of projects, from magazine cover to action movie..

We do not use any kind of templates  - every project is new and unique and we will set up a 
proper team just for your idea.

We are not afraid of innovations and new technologies and we work with projects of any type. We 
can use your conceptions or develop a brand new ideas for your needs.
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OUR CОMPANY

P I N - U P
production



We set up photo sessions of any kind in or even 
outside Russia, do retouching, restyling, graphics, 
banners or other kinds of images.

We work with best photographers and designers, 
who will create the best pictures for you, using the 
modern technologies, with the best quality 
possible.
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PHOTO
PRODUCTION



Since 2014 our company works with short films 
and full-size action movies. 

Our debut motion picture «Roach» won 12 prizes, 
was screened on more than 50 film festivals 
around the world and even was shown in the 
movie theaters
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Extreme drama [G] is the movie in Russia, where 
the professional cameras were used during the 
skydiving.

Since 2016 we also working on feature movies, 
starting with «Welcome».

We take part in projects which are on pre-produciton 
and even post-production stages.
Can not wait to see your scripts and start filming!

MOVIES



We produce full cycle of production for projects of 
any size, from virus video to corporate movie. 
Concept, script, casting, filming, editing and post 
production - all of those steps we will provide for 
your project.

We will offer you the best professionals, taking 
your budget into consideration.

Wide choice of professional from 
directors to writers

Reasonable prices The best quality of final 
project

Long time experience in 
video content
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VIDEO
PRODUCTION



With our partner «Life Is Short» we also working on 
any type of special projects of any difficulty.
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One of the directions is blogging, as we started 
documentary project about WW2 «Спасибо деду» 
and the blog of columnist Maria Arzamasova 
«Маша, давай!», where she is speaking about 
modern girl’s private life.

Moreover, we are working on creating unique 
interactive biographies «Милый друг», where we 
film documentaries, write longreads or 
biographies. It can be used as a gift, or for family 
archive.

SPECIALS
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OUR
CLIENTS
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CONTACTS

pro-pinup.ru

123022 Moscow, 2nd Zvenigorodskaya str, 
bld.13/18A, office 223 

Dmitry Sharov
+79163236565

dmitry.pin@gmail.com

Kristina Chernova
+79166742842

kristina.pin@gmail.com


